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Добавить в корзину

Видео-консультация

Добавить в корзину

Видео-консультация

Add to Cart

Video consultation

Video consultation

Video consultation

Sell by video online

directly from the site

conversion NPS + LTV CX



CAGR = 45%

Martech

Our target market: communication 
tools and live-streams one-to-many 
market. As well as the CRM solutions

The business video chat market is just 
being formed, according to forecasts, 
it will reach $700 million by 2027 with 
the current growth rate.

Despite the high competition, we plan 
that Videoforce will occupy 27% of the 
market in 2026-27

$ 192 mln

VideoForce

bln

$ 700 mln

Market in 2026-2027



Target niches Videoforce started as an e-commerce solution, but in the first 
six months of work we realized that the market is much wider

Sales:

Customer service:

User Support (for SAAS) Retail Agencies

Jewelry Home and garden goods Exhibitions and conferences

E-commerce Real-estate Auto business Clothing

VideoForce

Also VC Expertices



Messengers do not solve the problem

of organizing sales and video support

Problem:

Since the beginning of the 
pandemic the popularity of 
video calls has increased

30х

Video communication has 
become part of the culture

of modern communication

Customers want to see

the product live on video

Companies use Zoom,

WhatsApp, etc. services

VideoForce

There is no way to call 
directly from the site, there 
is no synchronization with 
CRM, analytics, etc.

Companies are losing 
potential customers 
with every extra click



Install VideoForce video chat on your website

and gain an advantage over competitors

Solution:

all this has already been developed

By default, your camera

will be turned off 

Write to the chat

Call by Video

1

2

Start a free

video consultation

VideoForce on Braun & Oral-B

Screen sharing Video calls

Text chat cross-platform

Call records impersonal challenge

flexible widget design customization

Quick installation on the site in 5 minutes

mobile application Integration with CRM

Widget with pre-recorded video

Operator Selection detailed statistics

Integration with Y.Metrica and google analytics

VideoForce



Competitors
Classic models of business 
communication with customers

text chats visiting shops

phone calls Zoom, WhatsApp, 
etc. video tools

VideoForce

and others

Startups. B2B video chats



The growth of video chats in the world

VideoForce

Startups with our model win 
in global accelerators

A  about video chats 
and lifestream won the

 to find innovative solutions 
for the sale of cosmetics

Canadian startup
 L'Oréal 

accelerator

CV Growth 20-30%

American clothing stores 
reach 30% conversion to sale 
via video calls on the site

Rag Bone

Creed

 stores make 20% of sales 
via video chat



 Stores achieved a conversion 
from video call to sale at 30%

In Mexico, the sale of cars by 
video on the website is 
becoming the standard

Increased by 30% the conversion from 
the application to the test drive of the 
Mexican branch of 

 received 200 applications for a 
test drive via video chat



Mexican Filial  has reached a ROI of 
300% on the sales channel via video 
chats

Mazda



Toyota

Hyndai

https://www.livescale.tv/
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/l-or%C3%A9al-canada-announces-the-2019-finalists-of-their-corporate-accelerator-program-1028335294
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/l-or%C3%A9al-canada-announces-the-2019-finalists-of-their-corporate-accelerator-program-1028335294
https://www.klarna.com/assets/sites/2/2021/12/21022813/Rag_Bone_Case_Study.pdf
https://www.klarna.com/assets/sites/2/2021/12/21022810/Credo_Case_Study.pdf
https://www.whisbi.com/success-story/mazda-mexico/
https://www.whisbi.com/success-story/toyota/
https://www.whisbi.com/success-story/hyundai-mexico/


VideoForce

11 000 000 $

The service for life streams 
from the USA  
attracted $11 million of 
investment

«Talkshop»

Now we are witnessing the 
beginning of the growth of 
the global video chat market

CV 25%

Increase in conversion and 
sales of jewelry due to video 
chat

We have achieved a 25%  in 
adding goods to the basket from the 
stream in the niche of costume jewelry in 
the American chain of Chunks stores

conversion

The growth of video chats in the world

https://tracxn.com/d/trending-themes/Startups-in-Live-Streaming-E-Commerce
https://blog.channelize.io/chunks-supercharged-sales-with-live-commerce/


VideoForce

A few of our clients

Business model
Subscription for software

100-200$/month

Agency services for the implementation 
of video sales in the client's business

From 1000$/month



Revenue We increase sales organically, without marketing. 
In September, the revenue reached more than 
$ 2 300 and we suspended sales for a while

feb mar apr may jun jul aug sep oct nov

0 $

800 $

1 500 $

2 500 $ 

VideoForce

138 245

921

122

522

1 272
1 379

2 308
2 065

1 820

Booked

Вoosted sales

Suspended sales



Retention
Retention = 68%
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VideoForce

Stages of market development

2,5%
innovators

13,5%
early


followers

34%
early


majority

34%
later


majority

16%
conservators

We're here

06.2020

Product v1 RR = 6% 09.2022

Product v2 RR = 68%



VideoForce

Fin model

0 $

~20242020 2025-2026 2026-2027

20 000 $

1 600 000 $

16 000 000 $

<500 ~2000

600 000

4,5mln

16mln

We're here Growth boom

2,5%
innovators

13,5%
early


followers

34%
early


majority

34%
later


majority

16%
conservators

Revenue per month



Burn rate We keep our burn at the level of $16 000, and this 
is enough for the development of our product. 
Our minimum break-even point is $11 500

feb mar apr may jun jul aug sep oct nov

0 ₽ 

$ 8200

$ 16 000

$ 24 000

VideoForce

12 196

16 448 16 39815 294
13 788

16 054

23 072

19 777

12 142

10 408
Our minimum break-even point



VideoForce

Revenue
plan 2023
In Q4 2022, we will focus on customer results 
and high retention. 



After confirming the high rate of repeat 
payments and attracting investments, we plan 
to launch advertising and scale sales by 4х

11 500 $
march

24 700 $
june

41 200 $
december



Overall VF strategy 2023

Finance

Product

Sales

A $75,000 round

from a business angel

Revenue = 10 000$/month

Android Mobile App

Release (=sales boost) New Product: Lifestreams

Integration with Ozon,

Ya.Market, WB and other MP

Hiring staff in OP

for VF for fulltime

Reduce the unit economy from

advertising to the customer's

price < 40% of the receipt

Retention 3m ≥ 50%

from the first payments

Launching ads

Revenue = 21 000$/month Revenue = 36 000$/month

Burn < 10 800$/month



George Ternovsky

CEO

 Founder of K5

 Founder of the Medianation 
Agenc

 Founder of the advertising 
group Next Level

Next
Level

Bogdan Tsarelunga

COO / Product

 Ex-COO of Krishtal 3D 
Content Studi

 4 years in product design

Konstantin Kuznetsov

CTO

Successful whitewater 
crowdfunding campaigns.guide 
on Boomstarter and Indiegogo 
platforms



15 years in development

Ivan Krasnikov

Mentor of project

 Ex-CTO / Co-Owner K5

 14 years in development

Team

VideoForce

+ 7 people on staff and 4 outsourced



+7 (965) 523-61-66 videoforce.io

@tsarelungab

ContactsCOO / Prodict 
в VideoForce.io

Bogdan TsarelungaTelegram Our website

Nov 2022


